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Lesson 4 - Eco furniture
Introduction to this lesson
In the last few years there has been a notable increase in the amount of attention for eco-friendly
furniture in general. Large international companies like IKEA whose primary income is generated
through the sale of furniture allocate an increasing part of their efforts towards eco-friendly
furniture. You can say that the choice of materials is now an essential part of the palate of choice of
the modern consumer.
When choosing eco-furniture one needs to consider both the ecological
source as the social conditions in which the furniture has been made.
The most important element of being ecologically responsible is making
choices that, in the long term, cause no (or as little as possible) damage
to the physical surroundings be it local or global. This means
considering a number of decisions which range from the materials used
to the distance a product needs to be transported, from the fuels used for transport to the use of
products needed for cleaning the eco-friendly furniture.
In this lesson, the central point will be what advantages there are to be had for a
hairdressing salon to make ecological friendly choices.

4.1 The social side of the eco-friendly choice
Since the industrial revolution there has been a discussion about the effects of the
production process on the workers who create the products we, the consumers, use. In
the old days, these conditions where abhorrent, especially when looked at with today’s
standards. The poisons used to protect woods against mould and rot killed so many
workers through diseases and the crude machines used in these days cost many
workers a body part. Not only were the people directly affected but also through the environment. It
was not too long ago that almost all waste was discarded into the environment without a second
thought as you have seen in the lessons on recycling. In the modern era more and more often
questions are asked about this. What is the damage to the environment, in what way does a
company contribute to sustainability, does it look after its workers and the world as a whole? A
positive answer to these questions is becoming increasingly important to modern consumers and a
hairdresser today should be prepared to give them.

4.2 General advantages to making purposeful eco-friendly choices.
Taking the responsibility to make eco-friendly choices in the end brings us many advantages.
They are diverse and have an impact both in the short and the long term. LED lighting for
example has an immediate impact on the amount of energy used in the salon and the bill for
electricity that will land on its doormat. On a larger scale less energy needs to be produced for
the same result which ultimately has an ecological impact for all of us

Some things to consider when thinking about eco-friendly furniture:
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•

Furniture made with reclaimed materials

Not all furniture needs to be made from new materials. Wood lasts for a long time and many
designers have been charmed by using old furniture and giving it a second life. Sources for this are
large refurbishments, flawed woods that would not normally be used or
even from factories that use woods for other purposes and who discard
certain bits of wood that the cannot use. Recycled materials use less
energy to create and certainly take up fewer resources. Maybe you want
to consider antique to give your salon that little something special,
green indeed!

•

Buy from your own area

As with exotic foods, some furniture has travelled the world to your salon. Every mile of travel means
fuel consumed and exhaust fumes distributed into the environment. When you buy your furniture
more locally you also support your local community making it stronger as a whole. You
and yours will reap the benefit of this also.
•

Certified sustainable wood

The world needs its trees, when we merely chop down a tree for a piece of furniture and do nothing
else, we will end up with less trees and ultimately, with less oxygen to breathe. Trees do not only
produce precious oxygen but also keep hold of the soil underneath, providing a place for creepy
crawlies to live and for other plants to flourish. Using hardwood, wood that has been taken from an
old forest is almost always problematic. Much better to use wood from a sustainable source for
example from a tree farm, purposefully set up to save the natural environment. A great way to check
the wood that you want to use is by checking for a FSC label, granted by the Forest Stewardship
Council (more on this later in this chapter).

•

Reusability, longevity and reparability.

Proper eco-friendly furniture should not be broken or otherwise unusable after a short period. If a
salon is refurbished, the materials should be able to be reused, when they are broken they should be
able to be repaired. When you select the furniture for your salon, go by the rule of simplicity. When a
piece of furniture can be taken apart in an easy manner, then surely it can be repaired! This may be
more expensive in the short term but you'll save money in the long term! Not only that, by being
able to repair a piece of furniture, you'll ensure less waste and less need to produce more.
•

Bamboo

Although bamboo technically is not a wood but a grass it has a large variety in sizes, shapes and
colours. Some species grow to the tune of three to four feet a day! It is
also very versatile and durable. It can be pressed into a floor, shaped into
furniture or even used in construction! Not all furniture made from
bamboo is fully ecological though, often glues and other chemicals used in
making a piece of bamboo furniture are by no means eco-friendly! Also,
you should consider its place of origin.
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•

Avoid chemicals

All matter releases gas to some extent, think of the smell of a new car for example. Using natural
materials ensures less of these gasses in your working environment. Furniture that is treated to resist
fire can be hazardous in this way.

Advantages from a Public Relations point of view

Planet, people, profit
As an entrepreneur you want to make money from your company, not only to ensure you can live
but also to create a buffer for the future (profit). Another priority for the modern salon owner is the
responsibility to their surroundings, think of people living close to the salon,
customers and the staff (people). Together with the ecological responsibility
that every entrepreneur has (planet) this forms the de triple-P-approach as
formulated by the OECD (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development)
One could state that the, at first sight, large investment needed for ecofriendly furniture and other green salon investments will ultimately be earned back. In this day and
age, any company should project an image of durability as it elects a more positive feeling with
customers and, quite frankly, the modern consumer expects this. Another factor is that sustainability
as a term is nowadays deeply embedded in day to day language. By explicitly showing your drive
towards sustainability visible in the choice of products and your eco-friendly furniture and even using
this for Public Relations purposes you are able to create a classic win-win situation. Especially the
ethical approach of eco-friendly entrepreneurship will be a driving force of Public Relations. A salon
that is truly and honestly aware of the importance of the good choices that can be made with regard
to the environment is not just aware of the sustainable choices available to them but also creates a
true sustainable image.

4.3 Wood and wood products - The forest Stewardship Council
What is FSC?
FSC is a global not-for-profit organization that sets the standards for what is a responsibly managed
forest, both environmentally and socially. When timber leaves an FSC-certified forest
the companies along the supply chain must meet the best practice standards set also,
so that when a product bears the FSC logo, the customer can be sure it’s been made
from responsible sources. This way, FSC certification helps forests remain thriving environments for
generations to come, and helps the customer to make ethical and responsible choices.

These standards are set through consulting a global network of partners.
Partners in this network are for example environmental groups like the
WWF and Greenpeace, businesses like Tetr Pak and Mondi PLC but also
forest owners, campaigners and individuals.
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4.4 Three labels
The FSC labels can be found on a wide variety of products, from books to wood. Although the aim of
the organisation is to have all products under the 100% FSC label, this is not currently possible due to
supply and demand. The organisation works hard in promoting this standard however. One of the
ways in which they contribute to this goal is by not making it easy to carry the label. A company can
use the FSC logo only for the products that are actually FSC certified, not all their products in general.
Finally, you as a customer have the power to make sure more and more products are FSC certified.
By asking for it by name and by choosing to by only products that are FSC certified you'll increase
demand!

These are the three types:

100% FSC - The wood in that product is all from forests that are certified FSC. About one
third of all FSC certified products are carrying this label.

FSC Recycled - When a product carries this label it means that the woods in
that product has been reclaimed from other materials (re-used)

FSC Mix - The wood in these products is either recycled, or comes from a
controlled forest or comes from a FSC Certified forest. Although not 100%
certified the wood in this product cannot come from illegally harvested sources, harvested
in violation of civil or traditional rights or harvested from genetically modified trees.
Source: https://ic.fsc.org/en
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